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T11e Mal-sist approacll to the study of intenlatiollal relations contrasts sharply with the coilventiollal 
paradigms discussed in the earlier Units. What makes thc Marxist approach u~lconveiltional is 
its insistence on t l~e  need for change. llnlike the Realist and liberal, it is not status-quoits' and 
stands for radical change of the existing inter~~ational/world order. 111 sharp contrast to Realisnl 
and liberalism, the Marsist approach envisions a rather unconul~on view of intenlational relations. 
While the former portray world politics in much familiar ways of "struggle for power" and 
"i~lterdependence" or "complex interdcl~endence", the Marxists seek to go to  the roots of world 
politics by exposing a decper underlying "hiddc11" truth. TO the Marxists, such a tnitll lies in 
the fact that all the fanliliar events of world politics like wars, treaties, intenlational aid 
progranumes etc. take place witl~ill structures which deeply influence these events. What are 
these structures then? These are the stl-uctures of a global capitalist system. Any understanding 
of world politics, the Marxists t l ~ ~ i s  argue, nlust be based an a broader u~derstanding of the 
processes that operate within global capitalism. 

3.2 MARXIST APPROACH TO THE STUDY OF 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Theorists of i~ltenlational relations in the West have for long maintained that orthodox Marxist 
theory contains a~~yt l~ ing  of relevallce on international relations. 111 terms of a theoretical analysis 
of international relations, tllcy arc of the view that Mars l~inlself Rad little to contribute. Such 
assertions may not be totally unfounded given Mars's preocctrpation with the analysis of the 
structures of llational capitalism, but it would be patently wrong to assume that he never 
reflected 011 issues relevant to international relations. Although Man; was prilnarily concerned 
with analysing the stnlctures of national capitalisln, and particularly the antagonistic relationship 
between thc bourgeoisie and the prolctariat, art inlernntioncrlist perspective was nevertlleless 
in~plicit in his work. This was cvidc~lt in Mars's recog~lition that class loyalties cut across 
natiollal divisions, which enabled him to proclniln, at the end of the Cc>mmrmi.sf Mnnifesto, 
"Workers of the world! Unite!" I11 otl~cr words, whereas liberal and Realist theorics hold that 
power is organised verticc~lly, reflecting tllc divisioll of the world into indepcnde~it states, , 
Marxisnl advalccs a tl16oqr of horizo~ltcrl organisation based on international class. However, 
the implications of viewing capitalism as a11 intematiol~al system fiilly explored until 
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Lenin's Imperialism: The t/ighesl .Stage of Cnpitnlism. Lenin argued that imperial expansion 
reflected domestic capitalisnz's quest to maintain profit lcvels through the export of surplus 
capital, and that this, in turn, brought nmjor capitalist powers into conflict wit11 one another: the 
resulting Gar (the First World War) being essentially an imperiilist war in the scnse that it was 
fought for the control of colonies 111 Africa, Asia and elsewhere. 

Before we get down to discussing thc theories of imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialisn~, 
and hegemony we must be clear in our minds that M m ' s  ideas have been interpreted and 
appropriated in a number of different aiid contradictory ways rcsuking in a number of conlpeting 
scl~ools of Marxism. Underlying these different scllools are several comnlon elements that can 
be traced back to Mars's writings. 

3.2.1 Core Elements of Marxist Approach 

All Marxists agree t l ~ d  t l~e  social world must be viewed and alalysed as a totality. Consequently, 
they not only view the academic divisic)n of the social world into different areas of enquiq~ like 
history, pliilosophy, economics, political science, sociology, international relations etc. as arbitrary 
but also ullfielpfil. They instead insist that understanding one witl1or1t knowledge of thc otl~er 
is not possible because the social world can only be studied as a wl~ole. The nccd for adopting 
an interdisciplitlary approach in any ~lleani~~gfi~l i~~lderstanding of thc world politics was 
emphasised by Mars I~imself in his Cctpitnl I. His suggestion in this context was to start with 
the silnplest of social relations and then proceed to build them up into a more and lllore 
complex picture. Tl~us, for Marxist theorists, the disciplinaq boundaries that cl~aracterise the 
coiltenlporary social scie~lcllces illust bc transcended in order to have a proper understanding of 
the dynamics of world politics. . 

h o t h e r  key element of the Marxist approach is the nlnterinlist conception of history. The 
central argun1ent here is that it is the econonlic development of a socicty, wvl~icl~ determines the 
processes of historical change. What it basically means is that econonlic developlncnt effectively 
serves as the motor of llistory. The central dynanic that Mars identifies is tension between the 
means of production (land, labour and capital) and ~Selations of production (the way tlle 
means of production are arranged in ally given society) that together form the economic base 
of a given society. Developments in the ecollonlic base act as a catalyst for the broader 
transformation of society as a whole. This is bccause. as Man; argues in his Contrih~ltion /o 
the Critique (g PoNtica.nl Ect)numy, "the mode of production of nlaterial life conditions the 
social, political and intellectual life process in general". Thrrs. the legal, political. and cultural 
institutions and practices of a given society reflect and reinforce the pattern of power and 
control in the economy. It follows logically, therefore. that change in the ccono~~~ ic  base 
ultllltately leads to change in the "1eg:rl and political superstructure". 

Marxists attribute a very special status to class in their analysis of society. In contrast to liberals 
~ 1 1 0  believe that there is an essc~ltial hannoay of interests between different social groups, 
Marsists hold that society is systematically prone to class conflict. Mars: for example, argues 
in the Commz~nist Mm~fes to ,  which he co-authorcd with Engles. "the history of all hitherto 
existing societies is the history of class struggle". In capitalist society, the main axis of conflict 
is between the bourgeoisie (the capitalist) and the proletariat (the workers). 

Having seen some of the essential elements of Marxist approach in this section, we will now 
tun1 to the task of examining some of ihe important theories like imperialism, colonialism, neo- 
colonialisnz, and hegemony. 
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Broadly understood as the policy of extending the power or rule of a state beyond its boundaries, 
imperialism in its earliest usage served as an ideology that supported military expansion and 
imperial acquisition by drawing on nationalist and racialist doctrines. It was in this sense that 
the term was originally used as an invective against the expansionist policy of Napoleon I and 
a little later against the expansionist policy of Britain. Even though imperialism in its classical 
for111 has become a thing of the past, it continues to remain a useful analytic category in 
explaining various phenomena in contemporary society. It is now more commonly used to 
describe the system of political domination or economic exploitation that the pursuit of such 
goals helped to establish. So much so that since the Second World War, the word imperialism 
has virtually become synonymous with the oppression and exploitation of the weak and 
impoverished countries by the powerful ones. In the Marxist tradition, imperialism is seen as 
an economic phenomenon that typically results from the pressure to export capital. Several 
contelnporary Marxists are of the view, as would become evident later on in the Unit that far 
from being ovqr the plierionieno~i of imperialism continues to thrive under new forms. For 
example, Neo-Marxists draw attention to a more subtle form of imperialism termed as neo- 
colonialism, throLgh which industrialised powers control foreign territory by economic domination 
while respecting the territory's formal political independelice. 

However, the frequent use of the two terins--colonialism and imperialism-interchangeably 
adds to a general confusion over their precise meaniags. Wliile "colony" is a people detached 
from a laiger entity and settled in a distant place inlplying emigration, imperialism derived 
from tlie term "imperium" connotes exercise of command or domination of one people by a 
stronger people without implying emigration. In other words, imperialism describes the relations 
between a dominant and subservient society without the latter being necessarily reduced to a 
formal colony. 

J. A. Hobson, an Englisli economist, is universally accredited with tlie task of formulating the 
scientific concept of imperialism in his seminal work Inlperiulism: A Study i n .  1 902. Hobson's 
study focused on late-19th Centi~ry imperialism, which coi~ld be distinguished from previous 
forms of imperialisin in two ways: the existence of several empires in competition with one 
another, and tlie predominance of finance capital over mercantile capital. Tlie central argument 
of Hobson was that the acc~tlnulation of capital a ~ ~ d  saturation of internal markets led to q 
situation whereby it became urgent to seek outlets for investment abroad. Tlie process of 
excessive accumulation of capital leading to a search for investment abroad is termed by 
Hobson as the "econoinic taproot of imperial isni". Hobson be1 ieved that excessive accumulation 
of capital took place prin~arily because of oversaving which in tllrn got a fillip from the i~nequal 
distribution of wealth. Following from this, I-Iobson prescribed tlie need for social reforms. He 
believed that equitable distribution of wealth in society would increase tlie purchasing power 
of tlie people, which in turn would expand the markets. Expansion of markets thus would not 
only provide for increased internal capital investments but w o ~ ~ l d  also greatly ease the pressure 
for investment abroad. Several Marxist theorists, however, have expressed strong reservations 
to Hobson's prognosis. 

Different theories of iinperialis~i~ as articulated by several Marxist theorists like Rudolf Hilferding 
(1 877-1941). Rosa Luxembourg (1871-19 19), and V. I. Lenin (1 870-1 924) question and challenge 
tlie Hobsonian assuniption that social reforms can resolve tlie cotitradictio~is created by imperialist 
expansion. For example, altliough Hilferding in his Finance Cupiflrl: A Study of the Latest 
Phase in Capitalist Devclopnlent (1910) agreed with Hobson that imper.ialist cotnpetition led 
inevitably to violence, lie vehemently rejected the possibility of expanding internal markets 
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through wage increases. He was of the view that such an alternative would necessarily reduce 
profits. Noting the dominant role of finance capital and the concentration of capital under 
monopoly ownership of an oligarchy, Hilferding concluded that this extreme polarisation of 
wealth under imperialism presaged the "last stage" of the fight between the bourgeoisie and the 
proletariat. Once most o f  the means of production were concentrated in few hands, the 
expropriation of the "capitalist oligarchy" would give rise to socialism. Wilferding thus linked 
the fight against imperialism t o  the fight for socialism, and the fight for political power to the 
fight for economic power. The relationship between imperialism and national oppression was 
acknowledged, but subordinated to a class analysis and the class struggle. 

Rosa Luxemburg also viewed imperialism as "the last stage in the historical race of capitalism". 
Proceeding from a Marxist class analysis, she described the crucial role played by the unequal 
exchange between imperialist (capitalist) and colonised (pre-capitalist) countries in the 
accumulation of capital. In The Aca!mulation ofCapital, she also emphasised the historical role 
played by militarism in capital accumulation, and pioneered the study of the relationship among 
political domination, military occupation, and external debt. Moreover, in addition to describing 
how militarism is used to ensure the conditions of accumulation (through the subjection of 
colonies, as a weapon in the competitive struggle between capitalist countries, etc.), Luxemburg 
argued that militarism "is a pre-eminent means for the realisation of surplus value; it is in itself 
a province of accumulation", which would later form the basis of the 'cmilitary-industrial 
complex" of the great empires. 

Lenin is perhaps the first Marxist to offer a systematic analysis of modern imperialism. In 
Imperialism, the Highest Stage of Capitalism, Len in began his discussion of imperial ism by 
asking what he  called "the main question": "whether it is possible to reform the basis of 
imperialism, whether to go forward to the accentuation and deepening of the antagonisms 
which it endangers, or backwards towards allaying these antagonisms". Pessimistic of the 
possibility of reforming capitalism of its imperialist tendencies, he rejected such notions by 
insisting that imperialism was the inevitable "highest stage" of capitalism, which could only be 
defeated by revolution. "Imperialism", wrote Lenin, "is capitalism in that stage of development 
in which the dominance of monopolies and finance capital has established itself; in which the 
export of capital has acquired pronounced importance; in which the division of all territories 
of the globe has been completed". 

Lenin thus distinguished modern imperialism from the old by pointing out that the special 
feature of modern ilnperialism was the export of capital rather than export of ordinary 
commodities and/or a desire for new investments rather than new markets for goods as naively 
believed by Hobson. As he observed: "Imperialism is the direct continuation of fundamental 
properties of capitalism in general". He viewed it as a special stage of capitalism that developed 
by about 1900. 

Lenin was highly critical of  Kautsky for his tlieory of "ultra imperialism" on the ground that 
it was nothing more than a restate~nent of Hobson's tlieory of "inter-imperialism". He attacked 
Kautsky for masking the true nature of imperialis~n by way of insisting that "a union of world 
imperialism, and not struggle amongst imperialisms", was possible, and that "a phase when war 
shall cease under capitalism" would come. Contrary to Kautsky's assertion that "the rule of 
finance capital lessens tlie unevenness and contradictions in world economy", Lenin was of the 
view that "in reality, it incrzuses them". Lenin further added: ccMonopolies, oligarchy, the . 
striving for domination instead of the striving for liberty, tlie exploitation of an increasing 
number of small or weak nations by an extremely small group of the richest or most powerful 
nations-all these have given birth to those distinctive characteristics of imperialism which 
compel us to define it as a parasitic or decaying capitalism". 
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3.4 THEORY OF COLONIALISM 

Derived from Greek, the terms "coionisation" and "colonialism" broadly connote the permanent 
settlement of a new territory by a group of people who have moved there from their original 
home: a colony. Although the two terms are frequently used interchangeably, they have distinct 
meanings. While foreigners frequently use colonisation to refer to the process of permanent 
settlement of a new territory, colonialism refers to political control or rule of the people of a 
given territory by a foreign state. It is thus possible that colonisatio~l may occur without 
colonialism. However, in the context of the modern world, "colonisation" is also often used to 
refer to the process of establishing the colonial rule of a state over the inhabitants of other 
territories, whether or not significant movements of population accompany this from the country 
of the colonising state to its colonial territory. However, when this does occur, it is distinguished 
by the term "settler colonies". For example, in the Americas settler Portuguese, Spanish, French, 
English and other Europeans established colonies in the centuries following Columbus's fateful 
voyage of 1492, while a permanent settler presence was insignificant in the European colonies 
of Asia. Africa presents examples of both settler colonies-the French in Algeria, Portuguese 
in Angola and Mozambique, British in  Kenya and Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), Dutch and then 
British in South Africa -and other colonies where the European presence was mostly limited 
to the agents of political rule (civil and military officials) and economic activity (merchants, 
plantation managers, mining engineers), who returned "home" on retirement. However, i n  
French colonialism, colonies were thought of as part of tlie mother country, meaning that 
colonial peoples were granted formal rights of citizenship. 

The evolution of imperialism in the 20th Century has assumed two distinct forms--colonialism 
and neo-colonialism. The latter will be taken up separately in the next section of the Unit. 
However, from the point of view of colonialism being a form of imperialism, it is broadly 
understood as the theory or practice of establislling control over foreign territory and turning 
it into a c6colony". Colonialism is tltus usually distinguished by settlement and by economic 
domination. In contrast, neocolonialism is essentially an economic phenomenon based on the 
export of capital from an advanced country to a less developed one, as seen, for example, in 
so-called US "dollar imperialism" in Latin America. 

The Marxists are probably the ones to have presented the most systematic treatment of the 
theory of colonialisn~ by focusing on several general issues. First, they try to link the direct 
political control of non-capitalist societies with the reproductive requirements of European and 
American industrial capitalist economies in t h e  19th Century. Second, they focus on the political, 
economic and ideological i~nplications of industrial capitalist entry into non-capitalist societies 
with a view to understanding the possibility of develop~nent of socialis~n in both the industrial 
capitalist and colo~lised societies. This was necessary as they considered capitalism to be a 
prerequisite to socialism. And finally, they analyse tlie possible consequences of socialist 
devplop~nents in colonial societies for socialist transforn~ation in colonisii~g countries. 

In the Marxist tradition, these issues have been approaclied from within different theoretical and 
political perspectives. The most detailed corn~nentary by Marx on colonialism appeared in 
1853, which he wrote while analysing the impact of British colonial rule on India. Marx argued 
that colonial control was necessary not simply as a means for gaining access to markets and 
raw materials, but also as a means for excluding rival industrial nations, and in cases where the 
reproduction of non-capitalist economies was particularly resistant to capitalist penetration. In  
Capital 111, Marx further stressed the importance of the colonial state for transforming those 
non-capitalist modes whose political level was crucial for tlje'ir reproduction. 
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Luse~ilbutg further developed the role of colollialisnl in eflecting capitalist penetration in non- 
capitalist econonlies thereby trmsfomiing then1 in capitalist economies. She posited four capitalist 
mechanisms for ilndernli~ling natural cconorntes or non-capitalist modes of production. This. 
she argued, could be done by i~itrodrtclioll of n co~limoditjt econonly and an internal separation 
of trade front agriculture, or by a forcible possession of their fertile land, raw materials 'and 
labour power. She argued that only colonialism could achieve this undem~ining successfblly 
which came as a last resort when all other mechanisms like trade. invest~netlt and monetisation 
11ad failed to restrict the reproduction of the natural economy. 

It was with the publication of Hilfcrding's l~in~rnct.  Cnpifnl i11 1910 that colonialis~n began to 
be viewed more specifically as the outco~llc of dcvelopn~e~lts in a particular pl~ase of industrial 
capitalist growth. Hilferding associated colo~iialislll with the rise to do~l~inance of finance 
capital and the resultant increase in the export of capital from industrial capitalist eco~lomics 
in the late 19th Century leading to conflicts between illdustrial nation states over tlie atlllesation 
and consolidation of colo~lial areas. Lc~lill extended this further by arguing that the export of 
capital to colollised areas would lead to an expansion and deepeni~ing of capitalist development. 
As already seen above. Lenill was highly critical of Kautsky's theory of --ultra-imperialism" and 
instead focused on inter-imperialist rivalry betwecn llation states by questioning their possibilities 
for cooperative esploitation of  colonised areas. This, coupled with Lenin's belief in Mars's 
notion of capitalist penetration as progressive, ultimately laid the basis for one strand of the 
debate on colonialism in the Third International. The views of Kautsky and Bukharin on 
colo~lialism fom~ed other stralids of the debate. Tllcy were of the view that capitalist production. 
rather thall spreading evenly through the colonial econonly. would rclnain confined to sectors 
operating in the interests of the illdustrial capitalist economies. However, M. N. Roy, Eugene 
Varga, and Pronin were the ones wllo later on best represented Lenin's perspective on colo~~ialism. 
These debates on tlie fonns of  capitalist development through colonialisn~ ultimately laid the 
basis for the emergence of liew theorics of ui1derdcvclop1nent and dcpe~~dcncy-a subject 
matter that we shall take up in detail in the ncxt Unit. 

THEORY OF MEQ-COLOIVIALISM 

The ten11 neo-colonialis~n was probably used for the first time by Kwame Nkri~luah, President 
of Ghana, the first black African State to receive illdependence after being a European colony. 
It was in the context of the independe~lce of Malaysia five months after Gllana in 1957 that 
Nkn~mah used the tenn neo-colonialism to ridicule the move by pointing out that nothing had 
changed in reality except the flag and some other superficiality. Such superficialities were 
evident from the fact t l~at  Malaysia was still a British colony as the British controlled its 
capitalist economy, that British troops Ivere still stationed ill Singapore (then a part of Malaysia), 
and tliat tlle country was still very I I I L I C ~  oriented towards Britain. This provoked Nkri~~mal~ to 
use the term neo-cololiiafism as he found the ncw arrangement to be nothing different but a new 
variety of colonialism. Later on. Nknnnnh claboratcd it in a book. Neo-c~loniali~sm: 77712 Ln.sl 
Stage c!f'l/nperini!i.~m, wllose title emulatcd Leni n's, 11nperinli.sm: 7he Highest Stage of Cnpitnlism. 
Tl~is, in fact, was no coincidelicc but a result of Lenin's dcep influence on Nknrmali's political 
thinking. 

3.5.1 Nkrumah's Thesis on Neo-colonialism 

From ,the perspective of tlre newly liberated states of Afro-Asia, Nkrumah has rightly come to 
be considered the pioneer of the tlleory of neo-colonialism. He considered neo-colonialism to 
be the last stage of imperialism. A few excerpts from his \vorl< will illustrate tllc essentials of 
his t h e o ~  of 1x0-colonialism: 
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Tlie essence of 1x0-colonialism is that the State, which is subject to it, is, in theory, independent 
and has all the outward trappings of international sovereignty. In reality its ecolioniic system 
and tlius its political policy is directed froli~ outside . . . The result of 1x0-colonialisn~ is that 
foreign capital is used for the wploitat~on rather tlta11 for the developnlent of the less developed 
parts of the world ... Neo-colonialisin is also the worst fonn of imperialism. For those wlio 
practice it, it Inells power witllout responsibility and for those wllb suffer from it, it means 
exploitatio~l without redress ... Neocolonialism is based upon the principle of breaking up 

'former large United colonial territories into a ~~u i~ tbe r  of slllall nonviable States which are 
inkapable of independent de\relopntent and n~ust rely upon tlie foniier i~nperlal power for 
defense and even internal security. l'l~eir econoniic and financial systems are linked, as in 
colonial days, with those of the fonner colonial n~ler .. . -'Aid", therefore, to a ~ieocolonial State 
is nierely a revolving credit, paid by the neo-colonial mastcr, passillg through the neo-colonial 
State a id  returning to the neo-coloaial n.raster in the font1 of increased profits. Secondly, it is 
in tlle field of "aid" that the rivalry of individual developed States first inanifests itself. So long 
as neo-colonialism persists so long will sphcrcs of interest persists, and this makes multilateral 
aid-which is in fact, the only effective fonn of aid-impossible. 

I 
In essence, Nkrumah's work has come to be widely accepted as an integral part of a larger 
enquiry illto the understanding of the co~~iplex structures of world capitalism. 

One would find it difficult to refiltlte the argument that tnany former colonies are still esselltially 
satellites of the great powers and otl~er rich countries. Perhaps, tlie most obvious and important 
manifestatio~l of neo-coloiiialisn~ is the current pattern of illternational trade. The great bulk of 
international trade today both in terms of V O I L I ~ ~ ~ C  and value is carried on among the industrially 
developed rich countries of the West. They benefit both from buying and selling and from 
providing shipping, insurance: banking, and otlier scrvices necessary to the conduct of 
international trade. Moreover, the trade bctweell the rich and poor countries is still primarily 
based on a "colonial econo~ny", that is, tlic rich countries scll n~nnufactt~red goods and semi- 
finished goods to the poor countries, mostly ex-colonies, in exchange for colnn~odities like 
foods, fuels, and raw materials. Since tl~c ricll couutrics colitrol much of tlie commodity production 
in tlie poor coulztries, they tend to hold down their prices, despite cl~arnctcristic short-term price 
fluctuations. And since they also control their ow11 factories, tliey tend to keep the prices of 
rnani~factured goods high. Tlir~s, the poor coi~ntries are caught in a "squcezc" fronz which it is 
very difficult to escape. 

3.6 THE THEORY OF HEGEMONY 

The tenn "hegeinony" is derived from tl~e Greek word hcgctnonin lncarling lender. A widely 
used tern1 in international relations theory. hegemony is liiost frequently used to connote the 
predon~ina~t position of the nost po~~er f i~ l  state In the il~ternational system or the dominant 
state in a particular given region. Vlewed from this power-centric Realist perspective, the 
United Kingdonl canle to be regarded as the I~cgemonic power of thc 19t11 Century as the 
United States is currently considered the hegemon in tlic post-Cold War era. Fallowing the 
sanle logic, India is widely viewed as the current regional hegemon in South Asia. It is not 
surprising thus tllat almost all the non-Marxist scholars of diffcretlt thcoreticai predilectioli in 
the international relations theory use cllc term hcganony to describe tlie dominant-dependent 
structure of relationship betwem tlie Iicgemon and the states that fall under its hegemmiy. 

In the Marxist tl~eory, on tlte otl~er hand, the tcnn hegeinony is used in a very different and 
specific sense. Antonio Granlsci (1 89 1-1937), Italian Marxist and social tlleorist is widely 
considered to be the n~ost influential 20th Century Marxist exponcnt of the theory of hegemony. 
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For Gramsci, hegemony refers to the ability of a dominant class to exercise power by winning 
the consent of those it subjugates, as sul alternative to the use of coercion. Unlike the traditional 
Marxists, Granlsci puts emphasis on the non-coercive fonn of class nrle. He believed that while 
it could be true to speak of coercion or the fear of coercion as the main reason behind the 
inability of exploited and alienated majority in overtl~owhlg the system that caused then1 so 
much hardship in t l~e  case of less developed societies like the pre-Revolutionary Russia, the 
situation was quite different in the case of the more developed countries of the West. Gramsci 
believed that in case of the developed \Vest, the system was maintained not merely by coercion, 
but perhaps more inlportantIy tl~rough consent. It is in this context that his theory of hegemony 
becomes crucial in understatding the nature of modem capitalist sdciety. Hegeinony is thus 
typically understood, in the Gramscian sense, as a cultural or ideological process that operates 
&rough the spread of bourgeois values and beliefs throughout society. 

Consent, according to Grarnsci, is produced and reproduced by the hegenlony of the ruling class 
in society. It is this hegemony that allo\vs the bourgeois values-the moral, political, and 
cultural values of the dominant class-to become widely dispersed throughout society and to 
be accepted by subordinate classes as their own. In other words, the bourgeois ideology is so 
deeply internalised by the subordinate and exploited classes that it becomes part of the 
unquestioned "comnmon sense". The penetration of such bourgeois values takes place through 
the institutions of civil society like the media, the education system, churches, voluntary 
organisations, etc. 

Gramsci's contribution to the general body of Marxist thought lies in the fact that Ile successfully 
managed to shift the focus of Marxist analysis more towards super structural phenomena as 
against the traditional obsession of thc orthodox Marxists with the economic base. After Gramsci, 
international relations theorists such as Robert Cox have attempted to "internationalise" his 
tl~ought by transposing several of his key concepts, most notably hegemony, to the global 
context. While drawing upon Granlsci's notion of hegemony and transposing it to the international 
realm, Cox argues that hegemony is perhaps as inlportant for n~aintiinir~g stability and continuity 
at the international level as it is at the donlestic level. According to Cox, successive dominant 
powers in the international system have shaped a world order that suits their interests, and have 
done so not only as a result of their coercive capabilities. but also because they have managed 
to generate broad callsent for that order even anlong those who are disadvantaged by it. Using 
the examples of the two hegemons, United Kingdom and the United States, Cox manages to 
demoastrate that the ruling, hegemonic idea of "free trade" is so widely accepted today in the 
world that it has almost become part of the "cornnlon sense" even though it impacts upon the 
peripheral states adversely and only the dominant states tend to gain fro111 it. Cox argues that 
the degree to which a state can produce and reproduce its hegemony in the internationd system 
indicates the exqent of its power in the system. The success of the United States in gaining near 
universal acceptance for Neo-liberalism, Cox argues, shows the dominance of the current 
hegemon in the international system. 

It becomes evident from the foregoing discussion that Mars himself had little to contribute by 
way of a theoretical analysis of international relations. Nevertheless: his ideas have been 
interpreted and appropriated in a number of ways resulting in a number of competing s~hools 
of Marxism-an issue that will be explored a t  greater length in the next Unit. However, 
underlying these different schools are several cotnnlon elements that are often traced back to 
Marx's writings. 
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What is noteworthy about the Marxist approach to international relations is the fact that despite 
the collapse of Conununist party n~Ie in the fonlzer Soviet Union and other East European 
states, Mam's work has retained its relcvill~ce in the contemporary world. Of particular importance 
is Mars's analysis of capitalism, which has yet to be bettered. The main strength of the Marxist 
approach to international relations lies in its ability to reveal the hidden workings of global 
capitalism. These hidden workings are analytically crucial as they provide the contest in which 
international events occur. 

3:8 EXERCISES 

1) Bring out the core ele~nents of Marxist approach to inteniational relations. 

2) What does Hobson mean by "beconoinic taproot of imperialism'"? How have the Mmist  
scholars reacted to his theory of imperialism'? 

3) How is colonialism different fro111 imperialism'? Also highlight the Marxist views on 
colonialism. 

4) What do you mean by neo-colonialism? Do you agree wit11 the view that even after the end 
of colonialism, it continues to opcrate under the garb of neo-colonialism'! . 

5) Do you agree wit11 the view that Nknl~nah is the pioneer of the theory of neo-colonialism'? 
Outline his main thesis. 

6) In what ways, do you think the Marxist theory of hegemony helps in enriching our 
understanding of the dynamics of international politics'? 
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